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Who we are …
Levenshulme Inspire is a community-led organisation which brings
together people from many backgrounds to transform our area through
community activity, creativity, enterprise and fun.
Our work radiates from the Inspire Centre, a community and business hub at the
heart of Levenshulme which is open to everyone to hold meetings and organise
activities and events. It is a place where people can meet, learn, work and have fun,
a place where people can be inspired and supported to turn their dreams into reality.
We have been open for five years following the £3m redevelopment of a dilapidated church
building. Having won the prestigious RICS North West Regeneration Award for our exemplary
community involvement we have tried to build on this success making sure that local
residents are involved in all aspects of our hub activities: from board meetings to bulb-planting.
We are not just a building but a movement of people committed to transforming lives, not least
of those who so often have no stake in society. Our target beneficiaries are young people, older
people, new arrivals, and those living with mental health problems.

Our vision and values ...
At Levenshulme Inspire we seek to raise the aspirations of the individual and unlock the potential
of the community, from the very youngest to the very oldest, through providing holistic services
and opportunities to create a better future for the people of South Manchester.
Levenshulme Inspire will always …
… be a place where people feel inspired and supported to turn their dreams into realities;
… offer community-led services that promote the material, emotional and spiritual
well-being of residents of Levenshulme and further afield;
… energise a movement of people committed to working together to build fair and fulfilling
communities in Manchester;
… become a sustainable social enterprise balancing economic, social and environmental viability.

Unlocking potential, inspiring community.
A more detailed statement of our vision and values, outcomes and milestones is available upon request.
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A message from the Chair
Levenshulme continues to be a community of great diversity. On one side of the Stockport Road,
signs of gentrification prompt newspapers to claim that our neighbourhood is the ‘new Chorlton’; but
on the other side fly-tipping, high unemployment and even drive-by shootings seem to capture the
headlines. The popular Levy Market on Saturdays attracts young people from far and wide while the
Inspired People’s Project has become a hub for the area’s large numbers of older people. And with South
Manchester a growing magnet for people from all over the world, the clothing, the foods and the many
different languages make the area a rainbow community for people from all walks of life.
The Inspire Centre is here to serve everyone!
Over the past five and a half years, the old church doors have been thrown open to the local community
and it has got busier and busier, month after month, year after year with over 100 activities every single
month and an annual income of nearly £285,000.
But big challenges remain. A recent study* shows that in Levenshulme and Gorton – the area that the
Inspire Centre serves – 64 per cent of the 21,600 households in the area contain people “whose social
circumstances suggest that they may need high or very high levels of support”.
Many of these people are unable to pay for activities at Inspire and don’t necessarily have the confidence
to run things or volunteer without support. For this reason, in 2015 the Inspire directors established
the Inspire Foundation – a charity – in order to raise funds through grants and donations to make sure
Inspire can better support those who need its services the most. Our new Business Plan separates out
our commercial and our charitable activities, but shows that in both cases it is going to be hard to sustain
even our current levels of activity if the economy continues to falter.
So we have also recognised the importance of ‘tough love’. With public services being cut all around us,
Inspire cannot simply absorb all the problems created by a shrinking state and we have vowed to push back
and speak up when we think national or local government is failing in its responsibilities towards the most
vulnerable. This is one reason why we have resisted the temptation to develop a local food bank – but it’s
also the reason we are so proud that our Inspired
People’s Taskforce was featured all over the media
(including on the BBC’s One Show) for its work to
highlight trip hazards in the local neighbourhood
which make it so hard for older people to get out
of their homes and meet up.
The Inspire Centre is not a club for communityminded people, we are a growing band of social
activists who want to make our neighbourhood
a vibrant, inclusive and fair community where
everyone has a part to play.

Ed Cox
* Levenshulme and Gorton Mosaic Profile 2016, Experian / Manchester City Council
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Inspired to be a vibrant community …
There are many ways to measure the success of a community hub like Inspire but one of
the things most people mention is just how busy it seems. Back in 2012 we counted that
141 different individuals, groups or organisations had run activities at Inspire, in 2015/16 this
number has doubled.
Some of our most popular activities include:

Little
Stars
Parent &
Toddler
Group

Computer
buddies
& armchair
aerobics for
older people

Teach
English &
Play

Dressmaking
Classes

Shahnaz
Asian
Women’s Group
& Humjoli Girls
Youth Club

Different
types of yoga,
mindfulness,
Thai boxing and
Capoeira

Case Study - Manchester Community Spirit
Manchester Community Spirit is a charity that aims
to change the lives of young people through music,
creative and performing arts. Based at Inspire’s
business centre, MCS has organised a wide
range of activities at Inspire including
singing and cookery workshops
and ‘I Am Beautiful’
sessions targeted for
young black
women.
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The
Levy
Youth
Group

Get
Ready
for Work
job search
sessions
… and
lots and lots
of birthday
parties!

A breakdown of our activities:

Did you know?

Activity Type
Young
People – 8%

Arts – 1%
Business,
Employment &
Enterprise – 14%

Private Functions
(e.g. birthday
parties) – 11%

Community
Cohesion – 6%

Older
People – 7%
Health &
Wellbeing – 36%

Community
Learning – 17%

Beneficiary Groups
Younger
People – 12%

Mental Health
Needs – 1%

Older
People – 19%

Every week around 500
people enjoy different
activities at Inspire and
our monitoring tells us
that we host around
2000 ‘user sessions’ of
activity a month – in
a year, that’s 48,000
people-hours of learning
and fun.
According to the HACT
Social Value Bank, if all
this community activity
had a financial value, it
could be worth £925,000.

48,000

Mixed – 63%

New
Arrivals – 7%

“One of the things I love the most
about working at Inspire is not
knowing who is going to step into
the Centre each day . .”
- Bethan Galliers, Centre Director

Plans
for the
future...
After over 5 years of
wear and tear some of the
furniture and décor at Inspire is
now looking a bit tired. In the coming
year we will repaint the centre bit by bit,
replace the soft furnishings and dishwasher in
the Café and the carpet in the Cringle Suite.

We’re looking for generous sponsors to help cover the costs.
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Inspired to create an
age—friendly neighbourhood…
The Inspired People’s Project (IPP) received
a large Big Lottery grant in 2014 to improve
the well-being of older people in Levenshulme
and to involve them in developing and
transforming services in the local area.
The IPP project has transformed the Inspire Centre
making it a hub for older people in the community
and encouraging many older people to run activities
and volunteer in different ways in the centre. Some of the
most popular activities have included:
• Happy Mondays drop-in sessions where visiting speakers
talk about local services available to older people
• Computer Buddies sessions
to help older people with
basic IT skills
•

Armchair aerobics and other
exercise sessions

•

Reduced price ‘Winter
Warmer’ meals in the
Inspire Café

•

Trips to pantomimes and
other local attractions

The IPP project has also run weekly activities for older people at
other venues in the community, particularly for frail older
people who find it harder to travel to Inspire. IPP
has worked closely with partner organisation,
Levenshulme Good Neighbours, to identify
and support very isolated older people
in the local area.

Did you know?
As the Lottery grant
comes to an end in
January 2017, IPP has
recently carried out an
independent evaluation
of its work over the past
3 years. Through surveys
and interviews the
evaluation has found that:
• 656 older people have
made new friendships
and report being
happier and more
confident
• 152 older people feel
more confident using
laptops and iPads
to carry out simple
activities like online
shopping
• 89 older people
have taken on roles
as volunteers and
advocates
• 177 say that they feel
more confident now
trying to influence
local services

656
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Graffiti Grannies
One of the main objectives of the IPP project has
been to make Levenshulme a more ‘age-friendly
neighbourhood’. Some of the IPP volunteers and
users have come together to form the Taskforce.
Having done some training in community
development and reporting, the group has been
researching, campaigning and publicising local
issues. The Graffiti Grannies campaign involved
a small group marking up the pavements with
bio-degradable spray paint to highlight local
trip hazards – this led to the council installing a
dropped kerb outside sheltered accommodation
and addressing some of the other reported hazards.
The campaign was also featured in the Manchester
Evening News and the BBC’s One Show.

Be INSPIRED throughout the week
Happy Mondays at Inspire
Monday

Chair Based Exercise at Inspire

Tuesday

Tuesday

Another ‘Caught Short’ campaign is promoting
venues around Levenshulme that welcome the
public to use their toilet facilities.

Gentle exercise and dance movements
all tailored to your own pace and ability.
Just turn up.

Exercise & Eat
at Northmoor Methodist Church

Welfare Rights Advice at Inspire
Free, impartial, confidential, independent
Advice given in English, Urdu, Punjabi,
Hindi and Mirpuri languages.

Computer Buddy at Inspire

Friday

12 – 1pm
£2

11am – 2pm
£5

Northmoor Rd, Longsight, M12 5RT.
Please book on
1 hr gentle exercise followed by a 2 course meal. 0161 850 4044

Wednesday advice on all your issues.

Thursday

2 – 4pm

Start the week well with fun activities and
good company. Occasional trips out.
Meet in the Café beforehand for a brew.

You’re welcome
to use our facilities

9:30am –
12pm
Please book on
07593 444128

11am – 2pm

Drop-in session to learn how to get the best
from your computer and digital technology.
Volunteer helpers available.

Luncheon Club
at Moseley Court

12:30 – 2pm
£3

263 Moseley Road, Levenshulme, M19 2LJ.
Freshly cooked 2 course meal.

Please book on
0161 850 4044

The Inspired People’s Project (IPP) aims to engage local 50+ people
in activities that improve health and well-being, provide opportunities
to make new friends and improve skills and confidence in the use of
computers. For further information ring Kate or Jean on 0161 850 4044.

Caught short and
need the toilet?
Levenshulme Inspired Task Force has worked with businesses on
Levenshulme’s high street to create a list of places where you will
be welcome to use their facilities. Please see inside for full details.
The National Key Scheme (NKS) offers
disabled people independent access to
locked public toilets around the country.
For more information about the scheme,
eligibility or to purchase a key,
visit the Disability Rights UK website:
www.disabilityrightsuk.org

RADAR
NKS

Levenshulme Inspired Task Force is a group of older people
working towards making the local area more age-friendly.
We meet fortnightly on Mondays, 11am at Inspire.
Contact Kate: 0161 850 4044
Inspired People’s Project
Inspire Centre, 747 Stockport Road, Levenshulme, M19 3AR
Tel: 0161 850 4044 inspired.people@lev-inspire.org.uk
Levenshulme Good Neighbours
Tel: 0161 850 1066 levenshulmegn@gmail.com

Members of the IPP steering group have also been involved in developing an Older People’s Charter
for Manchester. This is now being rolled out across the city.

Case study - Margaret
Margaret, 83, comes to the Happy
Mondays group for company as she has
outlived her immediate family. One week
she had a minor wound on her leg that
had become infected. IPP staff took her
home that day to find the front door
wasn’t shutting securely and she had
no hot water in her terraced house. We
arranged a volunteer to fix the front door
and a plumber to fix the hot water system
and referred her to the Falls Prevention
Team to later install hand grips and rails
at the front door. We made Margaret a
doctor’s appointment and attended 3
times with her as she was having difficulty
with remembering appointments.
Margaret didn’t want “to be a bother”
but these simple steps prevented things
getting worse.

Plans
for the
future...
With the Lottery grant
due to end in early 2017,
plans are being developed to
prioritise key activities to take forward,
to support older people to take on more of
their activities themselves, and to
secure continuation funding for some
aspects of the project.
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Inspired to learn and to work …
Business Centre
The Inspire Business Centre is a busy
hub for local entrepreneurs and small
businesses who want to get out of their sheds
and bedrooms and enjoy access to high quality
facilities and a professional environment for
business meetings and networking.

Case study - Rachel Wyatt-Cox
Rachel Wyatt-Cox works for an international charity which
tries to keeps it overheads low. Working from home led
Rachel to feel isolated and not part of a ‘team’. Because of
this, she decided to hot desk at Inspire. Rachel says:
“When I started work there, I immediately felt part of
something. My work/life balanced improved due to
having contact with like-minded individuals, which
then improved my productivity with work matters and
improved my own personal well-being too.

Did you know?

Work Club
Inspire has become a popular place for people looking for
support in finding training, volunteering or work opportunities.
Our Work Clubs, supported by Get Ready for Work, provide
1-2-1 support for local residents whether that’s with
CV writing, job searching and even building
basic self-confidence.

107
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From June 2015 to March
2016 our Work Clubs
registered 107 people
who received support,
over half of whom were
referred by local Job
Centres. Thirteen people
found jobs as a result,
another 32 took up
volunteering, education
or training opportunities,
and nearly two thirds
of this group said the
support they received
meant they had improved
their ability to find work.

Teach English (ESOL)
Our English-language learning
classes are possibly the most
popular activity of all at the
Inspire Centre. With as many as
4 classes every week, over 100
people every month come to
Inspire to learn English and to
improve their language skills.
This past year has seen the
introduction of special Teach
English and Play sessions, where
parents and their children
learn English together through
playing and talking with
children’s toys.

Community learning
Nearly one in five of all activities
at Inspire can be classed as
‘community learning’.
From Spanish classes to
enterprise training courses to
hypno-birthing skills, Inspire is
a place where members of the
community come together to
share their skills and insights.

Case study – Tracy Gororo
Former teacher, Tracy Gororo, wanted to work part-time
and give something back to the community so she started
running a Homework Club at Inspire for children of
different ages. It was hard to get off the ground, but with
business support and advice from staff and volunteers at
the centre, she has turned it into a thriving social business
with many local children benefiting from her support.

Plans
for the
future...
Inspire received a
special Our Place grant from
the Department for Communities
and Local Government to develop
plans for a more co-ordinated local approach
to employment and enterprise training in
Levenshulme. This has come together in a Levenshulme
Enterprise Support Partnership business plan which is now
being used to attract investment.
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Inspired to meet and eat …
The Inspire Café sits at the heart of the
Inspire Centre. It offers a warm welcome
to everyone who comes into the centre
and is well known locally for its healthy, fairlytraded and reasonably-priced food and drink.
Every week it serves nearly 200 hot meals and
snacks to the wide range of people using the centre
and over-the-counter sales have steadily increased
month-on-month. At Christmas, the café hosts Christmas
meals for many local organisations and Winter Warmer
meals for the many older people who use the centre.

Did you know?
Inspire Café works in
partnership with food
recycling organisation
Fareshare. Every week,
we take delivery of
good quality food that
is otherwise destined
for waste disposal and
transform it into lowprice, nutritious meals for
the wide range of people
who use the centre.

The Inspire Café is also home to
a wide range of evening events
and ‘pop-up’ restaurants. In
recent months we have hosted
popular salsa evenings, murder
mystery events and a very
popular Real Junk Food Project
pop-up.

Plans
for the
future...
After two successful years
of community gardening, we
now want to expand our Inspired to
Grow workshops to cookery as well. The
Inspired to Grow and Cook Project will support
local residents – particularly those with mental health
needs – to learn both gardening and cooking skills which
they can then use in their own homes to support an active and
healthy lifestyle. Do get in touch for more details.
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Inspired to volunteer …
Case study - Daniel
Daniel, aged 20, has
become one of our
regular volunteers and
a friendly face known
to many who use the
Inspire café. Since the
Northmoor lunch club
moved to Inspire, he has
also become responsible
for the smooth running
of the club on a Tuesday.
He says it has been a
good introduction to the
world of work and has
given him a chance to
explore his future. He has
gone from being quite
shy to being a confident
young man who is a hit
with the customers and
lunch club attendees.
He feels part of the
team at Inspire and
says that the team has
been very supportive to
him even when he has
made mistakes. Daniel
has helped some of our
newer volunteers to learn
the ropes and says that
he feels more organised
and confident as a result
of his volunteering.

So much activity at Inspire depends upon the
dedication and commitment of a growing band
of willing volunteers. Over the year, 45 people have
volunteered at Inspire in different roles and contribute over
100 hours of service each week.
But volunteering at Inspire is much more than ‘cheap labour’
to support the paid staff team. Inspire volunteers come from
all walks of life and many come to Inspire in order to build their
confidence and self-esteem or improve their English language and
employability skills in a safe and supportive environment.

Apprenticeship Success
Inspire has recently recruited
its third apprentice and is
developing a track record as a
great place for young people to
get a foot on the employment
ladder. Our first apprentice,
Paul Belfield, stayed at Inspire
following his apprenticeship and
is now working full-time as our
Buildings and IT Officer. During
2015/16 Farah Alam joined us
working part-time as receptionist
while also undertaking a BTEC
Level 2 course in Business
Administration. In her recent
evaluation Farah said:

Did you know?
Using the Living Wage
rate of pay for Manchester,
volunteering hours
to a value of £51,250.
According to the HACT
Social Value Bank, our
volunteering activity
has a financial value
estimated to be worth
£104,000.

£104,000

“My role as receptionist helped me to gain variety of skills
from preparing rooms for customers to learning how to
use a computerised booking system. The centre’s
friendly and welcoming staff helped me
Plans
to feel confident in my role and at
for the
home in Inspire. I’d like to
future...
thank Inspire for helping
Although the Inspire
me learn so many
Volunteering Programme is now
skills.”
properly organised with formal interviews,
inductions and other monitoring and evaluation
processes in place, we would like to improve it more,
in particular to provide more support for more vulnerable
volunteers and to work more closely with activity providers to identify
volunteers and volunteer opportunities at the centre and beyond.
During 2016/17 we are hoping to raise funds for a Volunteer Co-ordinator post.
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Inspired to reflect and pray …
The inspiration behind Inspire came from a small
group of church members who had the vision to
look beyond their own frailty and their dilapidated
building to see the potential for the vibrant community
hub that Inspire has become. In sharing their asset with the
community and having faith in working in partnership with
others they have realised their dreams.
More than that, where once the
congregation had dwindled to
just 7 people, it is now thriving
with Sunday services bringing
together over 50 people of
every age and background.

Case study - Church
Without Walls
In February 2015,
the churches around
Levenshulme were
challenged to express a
‘church without walls’.
Inspire produced a series
of posters challenging
common perceptions
about the exclusive
nature of church.

All of the activities at the
Inspire Centre are open to
people of all faiths and no
visitors are ever indoctrinated
or coerced into Christian faith.
Furthermore, church finances
are kept completely separately
from those of the centre and
the church receives no income
from centre revenues or grants.
Church members do though
play an active role in all aspects
of centre life: from running the
toddler group to volunteering in
the café. It is through its care-inaction that the church expresses
its faith at Inspire.
More information about Inspire
Church can be found on
www.inspirechurch.co.uk.
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Did you know?
In January 2016, the
Inspire team was joined
by Liz Kam, our ChurchRelated Community Work
minister.

Funded independently
by the United Reformed
Church, Liz has begun
her work by building
relationships with some
of the centre users and
local residents who find
it harder to link into the
activities that go on in
the centre without extra
support.
She is particularly
concerned to work
alongside refugees and
other new arrivals in the
local community to make
sure they receive a warm
welcome at Inspire and in
Levenshulme more widely.

Inspire Foundation
Inspire is a social enterprise and much of its income is generated through
people paying for its services – this gives us autonomy and focuses our
efforts on quality and value. But the Inspire Foundation has been established
to raise money to pay for activities where it is very difficult or inappropriate for
its beneficiaries to pay.
The Inspire Foundation is focusing its energy on developing activities for three
groups of people who have told us they need particular support:

Older people
Earlier in our Annual Report we set out details of the Inspired People’s Project and our
work with older people. In the future, this work will come under the auspices of the Inspire
Foundation. It’s future activities will continue to support activities for older people, older
volunteers and initiatives outside the centre to make Levenshulme an age-friendly neighbourhood.

People with mental health needs
Many people visit the Inspire Café looking for help. It is often the case though that many need more
than a cup of tea and a chat. Inspire links up with other agencies who can give professional support, for
example, our partnership with JustLife who help vulnerable people with particular housing issues. But we
also want to develop a special volunteering programme through which we can support people to build
up their confidence and self-esteem.

New arrivals
Many visitors tell us that having just arrived in
Levenshulme, the Inspire Centre is one place they
find a warm welcome and a listening ear. But new
arrivals get little support to integrate in their new
found community. Inspire provides a range
of activities to learn English but we’d
love to do more. This will be a
developing focus for our
work in 2016/17.
Thanks
We would like
to thank some of
our main funders during
2015/16 including:
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Inspire Finances
Financially the year has been one of consolidation. After rapid growth in 2013/14 and
2014/15, around half of which was attributed to the Inspired People Project grant, total
income was £285,000 – slightly down on 2015/16 due to less grant income. Profitability
improved but we ended the year with a small operating deficit of £6576.

Income
Other income
£6,769
Other grants
& donations
£59,362

Room hire &
events
£62,919

Income
£284,392
Café & catering
£ 62,513

Inspired People
Project grant
£92,829

Expenditure
Cost of goods
£21,868
Finance &
professional fees
£9,046
Office
£19,499

Expenditure
£290,968

Staff costs
£175,545

Our full annual accounts are available on
our website and upon request.

In the coming year we
are planning to develop a new
approach to social accounting so
that alongside our financial reports we
will be able to report on the social value we
have generated too. Using the HACT Social Value
Bank we are identifying a series of 8-10 social
value indicators that we will measure throughout the year.
We look forward to reporting these in our next annual report.
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Inspire is a member
of the Living Wage
Foundation. This is
because we believe in
paying our staff wages
that are enough to live
on. In 2015/16, this
was calculated to be a
minimum of £8.20 per
hour – considerably more
than the National Living
Wage introduced by the
government.

Building costs
£29,049

Project costs
£35,961

Plans
for the
future...

Did you know?

£8.20

Thanks too to Jane
Graystone, Jenny
Thomas, Muriel Stretton
and Mary O’Toole
who have all moved
on during the year, to
Liz Kam our Church
Related Community
Work Minister and to
Rev Andy Hall who has
acted as centre chaplain
and church minister.
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The Inspire Centre
747 Stockport Road
Manchester
M19 3AR
0161 850 5717
www.lev-inspire.org.uk

Office Opening Times:
9:00am to 5:30pm,
Monday to Saturday
Booking Availability:
8:00am to 10:00pm,
Monday to Saturday

info@lev-inspire.org.uk
@levinspire
LevInspire

New Website!
During 2016/17 Inspire will launch a new website. With details of all the activities going on at the
centre, how to book rooms and run activities, the website will also have some new features such
as a room availability checker and opportunities to make a donation to the Inspire Foundation.

“Inspire is such a welcoming and friendly environment. On any one day you can find
Roma men sitting and drinking coffee, whilst parents with babies sit and chat
over delicious freshly cooked food. There are people who would otherwise be sat
at home on their own meeting up with the friends they have made in the centre
and people from all walks of life coming in to find out what we do, how we can
help them, how they can help us.
Some days are quieter than others but some days are really busy with ESOL
classes, lunch clubs, baby yoga, training and meetings to name but a few. No two
days are ever the same with regards to who comes in but, hopefully what is the
same, is that everyone receives a warm welcome, their needs are met and new
encounters are positive.
It is a privilege to work here and witness the transformation of lives and a
community day by day.”
- Bethan Galliers, Centre Director
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